STUDY MIDDLE EASTERN HISTORY AND CULTURE!

UCSB COURSES FOR FALL 2004:

Religion, Politics and Society in the Persian Gulf Region (RG ST 140B) MWF 1200-1250 Juan CAMPO

Israeli-Palestine Conflict (HIST 146T) MW 400-515 Nancy GALLAGHER

Modern Middle Eastern History (HIST 246AB) M 100-350 Nancy GALLAGHER

Judaism (RG ST 130) MWF 1100-1150 Richard HECHT

Seminar on Islamic Architecture (ARTHI 275E) M 1100-150 Nuha KHOURY

Middle East Ensemble (MUS A 70M, 170M) T 700-950 PM Scott MARCUS

Middle East Chorus (MUS A 70N, 170N) T 500-630 PM Scott MARCUS

Introduction to Middle East Studies (MES 45) TR 500-615 Garay MENICUCCI

Middle Eastern Politics (POL S 150A) TR 930-1045 Marguerite NASH

Ancient Egypt Religion (ANTH 176TS) MW 500-615 Stuart SMITH

Islamic Traditions (RG ST 140A) MWF 1000-1050 TBA

History of Arabic Literature in Translation (RG ST 189A) MW 200-320 TBA

Guided Readings in the History of Arabic Literature (RG ST 289A) M 400-650 TBA

For more information please visit www.cmes.ucsb.edu or call Center for Middle East Studies at 893-4245.